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[If] indeed we succeeded in reaching the point when
all, or at least a considerable majority, of the local committees, local groups, and study circles took up active
work for the common cause, we could, in not the distant
future, establish a weekly newspaper for regular distribution in tens of thousands of copies throughout Russia.
This newspaper would become part of an enormous pair
of smith's bellows that would fan every spark of the class
struggle and of popular indignation into a general conflagration...
That is what we should dream of!
V. I. Lenin, What Is To Be Done
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FORWARD! is dedicated
to establishing a space for
discussion of the essential
questions of today’s
revolutionary socialism.
We seek to publish rigorous
analysis of current events,
practical lessons of everyday
political activity, and new
developments in socialist theory.
In the process, we aim to arm
our readers with a rbadical
understanding that furthers the
liberation struggles of all working
and oppressed peoples.
History has shown socialism
to be the only successful path
toward human liberation, with
a proven record of ending
poverty and improving people's
livelihoods.
Socialists have been at the
forefront of every movement
against exploitation and
oppression, from the earliest
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attempts at workers' power, to
the anti-colonial revolutions in
Asia, Africa and the Americas,
to the struggle for women's and
LGBTQ liberation.
Now, the need for a consistent,
unapologetic socialist position
has never been more important.
We believe our duty as
revolutionaries is to seek the
greatest possible development of
socialist practice.
That is, to change the real world.
We hope that through sincere
effort and collaboration,
FORWARD! will be a principled
source for readers, and a rallying
point for revolutionary socialists
throughout the world to express a
unified voice.
In solidarity with all who
struggle against capitalism and
imperialism —
This is FORWARD!
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THE SANDERS
SHUFFLE

MISTER LIES • GUEST CONTRIBUTOR

S

enator Bernie Sanders, standard-bearer
for the left wing of the Democratic Party, was in the New York Times on Friday
marshaling the long march back into national
relevance for the Democratic Party. His attempt
to recapture the public imagination comes with
heaps of Trumpist populism and Clintonian
authority. The nation cries out for political guidance, and Bernie will play Pied Piper in the coming years to bring a younger generation back into
the fold of the parties responsible for that outcry.

Bernie has proven deft at harnessing
class-conscious rhetoric toward the ends of
bourgeois politics. He correctly asserts that “[o]
ver the last 30 years, too many Americans were
sold out by their corporate bosses,” failing to
mention that in the last 30 years, Democrats
have held the Presidency for a slim majority of
the time. He neglects to lay blame on the Clinton administration for its lopsided multinational
trade deals (exacerbated under Bush II), or

"Will he have the
courage to stand up
to Wall Street, work
to break up the 'too
big to fail' financial
institutions and
demand that big
banks invest in
small businesses
and create jobs in
rural America and
inner cities?"
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for Gramm-Leach-Bliley, the financial reform
act which enabled the 2008 financial collapse.
Bernie is yet another false prophet, pushing the
gospel of opposing the establishment while representing one flank of it. Had Trump conceded,
a similar op-ed with his byline would likely have
appeared in the Wall Street Journal, or at least
on Breitbart.
Bernie issues direct challenges to the
Trump administration in this masterpiece of
willful-absentmindedness: “Will he have the
courage to stand up to Wall Street, work to
break up the “too big to fail” financial institutions and demand that big banks invest in small
businesses and create jobs in rural America and
inner cities? Or, will he appoint another Wall
Street banker to run the Treasury Department
and continue business as usual? Will he, as he
promised during the campaign, really take on the
pharmaceutical industry and lower the price of
prescription drugs?”
Ever lovable, if forgetful, Sanders makes
no mention of the fact that Obama’s Treasury

Promises of change
come as readily
before each
national election as
the status quo
afterward returns.
Secretaries have been neoliberal alumni of
Citigroup and the International Monetary Fund.
That Obama broke up no banks deemed too big

to fail and indeed signed a financial regulatory
law, Dodd-Frank, which explicitly enshrines their
existence. He fails to mention that Obama’s
health care reform has brought and continues to
bring Big Pharma many billions in new revenues
thanks to the pharmaceutical industry’s lobbying. Bernie evades entirely the plight of the rural
poor under the watchful eye of President Obama.
This reality fuels the extant racial animus of
many rural whites against a President whom
Glenn Beck famously claimed “has a deep-seated hatred for white people.” And to add injury
to insult, Sanders continues the long tradition
of liberal capitulation to fascism, saying, “I will
keep an open mind to see what ideas Mr. Trump
offers and when and how we can work together.”
Perhaps Bernie has also forgotten the previous
18 months of Trump’s vitriol regarding women,
minorities, immigrants, and other marginalized
groups. The ideas are already out.
Promises of change come as readily
before each national election as the status quo
afterward returns. Obama’s revolutionary promises became reformist policies, indistinguishable
from Bush II, if not heightened in their class
character. Obama's agenda reveals all we need
to know of what Clinton II might have delivered.
None of this is to forgive the blatant sins of the
Republicans, who have elevated a neofascist
strongman to the level of godhead. His promises decidedly populist, his rhetoric undeniably
oppressive, Trump's policies will only benefit the
capitalists and bourgeoisie as assuredly as the
last four Republican Presidents’ did.
After the humiliation of the Clinton campaign’s tactical and strategic errors, and decades
of the Democratic and Republican Parties failing
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to meaningfully address the concerns of marginalized communities, we must look for answers
elsewhere. We will find these answers in revolutionary theory, and certainly not in the runner-up
to the runner-up, lest we fall into the trap the
Democrats are now laying for us. “In the coming
days, I will also provide a series of reforms to reinvigorate the Democratic Party,” Bernie emptily
promises. It is clear in this phrase that the ideas
are meant to revitalize a Party and recoup its
losses. Not to revitalize the working class, but to
re-empower the political class. These ideas will
certainly sound nice coming from a Party with no
power to enact them, just as Trump’s outsider
perspective sounded soothing when not rooted in
political ability.
Now is the time for those who wish to see
change in our political system to recognize the
abject failure of Democrats and Republicans to
live up to their continual promises to workers,
and for workers seeking an outsider perspective
to look away from insiders portraying outsiders,
as Bernie and Trump unbelievably attempt. As
assuredly as President-elect Trump will gut the
social safety net and deliver huge tax breaks for
his wealthy peers, so too will the Democratic
Party continue to serve the interests of Wall
Street, pharmaceutical companies, large insurers, and energy companies, who gatekeep their
path back to power. Democrats will not bite the
hands that feed them – even if Bernie spends
four years promising they will, finally, this time,
hold them accountable.
The time is ripe for workers, long left in
both parties’ distant rear view, to band together
outside the machine that manufactures false
hope. Do not join, or rejoin, the Democratic Party, no matter what their curmudgeonly
spokesman sells you. They are failing, and in

their absence the Republican Party will doom
itself by governing as it sees fit. Workers should
abandon the Republican Party's proud plutocrats
to govern like business-owners - they will lose all
popular support in doing so.

To build real, antiestablishment
power, join
a socialist
organization
and develop
solutions outside
the bourgeois
system. Study
revolutionary
theory and tactics.

Develop solutions to protect the marginalized people whom Trump’s administration (and
followers) will target openly, just as Obama’s
administration (and followers) targeted undocumented people and foreign citizens without
admission. Build solidarity in your own community, rather than listening to the supposed-saviors of the working class hoping to lure us into
a four-year struggle to elect the next Clinton, or
Obama, or Sanders, or Bush, or Trump.
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SEE
ING
RED
It’s time to quit shying away from a positive
communist politics. Turning away from the
past only gives our opponents ammunition.
IAN GOODRUM • GUEST CONTRIBUTOR

There’s a
pandemic loose
among the left.

It’s dangerous, and spreading fast. If we
don’t act now, it might be too late to contain it
before it throttles this nascent socialist wave in
the crib.
Luckily, the symptoms are easy to spot.
Just ask any self-described communist or
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Pavel Filonov, GOELRO (National Plan for the Electrification of Russia), 1930.

“leftist” about the socialist experiments of the
last century: the USSR, Cuba, China, Vietnam,
DPRK and so on. If they’re a carrier, it should
be simple to tell; their head will drop, they will
avert their eyes and begin stammering something about failures and mass deaths and suddenly that leftist will start to sound a lot like a
card-carrying member of the John Birch Society.
If these folks are to be believed, the past is
the past and the socialist politics of the future
will avoid the errors of those countries — and if
this person is afflicted, the errors will be all they
can talk about — through unexplained wizardry,
usually technological advances. With allies like
these, willing to toss aside the entire 20th century to appease the mildest questioning, is it any
wonder people see the left as impotent?
Democratic socialists correctly point to a
need to develop a positive politics in response
to neoliberalism’s collapse — a vision of what a
better world can specifically do for people. Inevitably, what this ends up looking like is a repackaging of Scandinavian social democracy, which
does no Muslims or non-whites many favors in
the convincing department. When pressed about

the states presided over by communist parties,
the dissembling begins. “Sure, they had good
ideas,” they’ll say. “But,” they continue, everything fell apart, nothing good happened, it’s time
to try something totally new with zero cues from
history. Compelling stuff.
What we as Marxist-Leninists must develop is a positive politics of our own. The Norsephiles are quick to use programs of universal
health care and free education as a model for
the United States, and that’s enough for some
to be convinced. But there’s more to socialism
than a tepid imitation of Sweden. We sorely need
a similar shorthand that goes even farther, and
uses examples from those countries the afflicted members of the broader left would have us
forget.
It goes without saying a new communist
program would include free health care and
education. Yet under socialism, universal rights
to material security don’t end there, the way they
do in social democracy.
Ruling parties enshrined in their constitutions the sorts of rights capitalist countries have
yet to codify into law, nearly a century after the
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Russian Revolution. An entire chapter of the Soviet Constitution of 1936 is a list of rights, which
include “the right to work…the right to rest and
leisure…the reduction of the working day to seven
hours…annual vacations…the right to maintenance in old age…equality of rights irrespective
of race…women [guaranteed] equal rights with
men.”
We don’t have to go around quoting directly
from the Constitution of the Soviet Union — unless you want to! — but anyone who’s sat down
and read the whole thing will have difficulty arguing today’s post-revolutionary constitution won’t
have quite a few similarities.
So what does the communist bullet point
list of policies look like in the modern age?
Unsurprisingly, there are still parts of Marx and
Engels’ ten-item plan which could be included. But key to our movement is distinguishing
what we want from what we can characterize as
Socialism Lite: all the nice free stuff without any
of that stopping capitalism business.
We can talk about housing, and the end of
homelessness.
That’s compelling to anyone living in a city
like New York or San Francisco, where landlords
rule supreme. Guaranteed housing has been
a key, recurrent part of socialist constitutions
since the beginning. How does this shake out in
reality, though? For this, we turn to — gasp! —
a historical example. In East Germany, a place
Socialism Lite would have us think was all Stasi,
all the time, monthly housing costs in the form
of rent or loan payments were capped at four
percent of income.
Ask anyone to divide their monthly paycheck by 10, then divide that by two. Then knock
off a bit more. Then have them picture paying
that much for rent every month, in a country

where rents regularly go over 50 percent of
income. That should generate some interest.
While you’ve got their attention, throw in a $2
utility bill, like they have in Cuba.
Home ownership was different, too. If a
person wanted to build a house, the government
would send the necessary building materials
and equipment on a one-percent interest loan.
Homebuilding by a community became such a
common occurrence people made an event out
of it, and locals would pitch in with their collective construction experience to put together a
dwelling.

Sounds like some
actually existing
socialism to me.
You ignore the
past, you ignore
positive examples
like these.
We can talk about employment, and the
fear of unemployment.
It’s no great secret much of the power of
the capitalist class is derived from the threat of
unemployment and the maintenance of a great
mass of unemployed at any given time. Removing this anxiety from the equation is essential,
and for anyone who’s been unemployed, it’s yet
another distinguishing feature of socialism that
makes it appealing.
Ensuring everyone has work or the opportunity to work, while providing adequate pension
for those who can’t, has been talked to death in
the West without ever seeing the light of day.
Meanwhile, in socialist countries, this is and was
a fact of life. Before perestroika, structural and
cyclical unemployment were unheard of in the
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Soviet Union. The terror over the possibility of
losing one’s job was practically nonexistent.
With so many firms in the West laying
off employees and no government program to
help the people who fall through the cracks, the
eradication of unemployment should be a top
priority. Yet the imaginations of so many who
consider themselves on the left begins and ends
with health care and education. The people want
more, and so should we. Refusing to acknowledge these accomplishments to accommodate
the fantasies of anti-communists does us no
favors.
We can talk about capitalist crises.
Perhaps most importantly, the programs
we’ve discussed — including the ones already
present under social democracy — are ironclad.
Barring a complete upheaval of the political and
economic system, as we saw with the end of the
Soviet Union, the socialist states of the 20th and
21st century refused to abandon these guarantees at the first sign of trouble.
While post-war capitalist governments provided a halfway decent safety net for their working classes for a few decades, the welfare state
was and is under constant attack. Periods of economic slowdown led to a “privatization creep,”
when capitalists and their state representatives
raided public coffers to shore up profits in times
of low growth.
Contrast this with socialist countries,
who even in their most desperate moments —
Cuba’s Special Period, the DPRK’s Arduous
March, the USSR’s era of stagflation — maintained public ownership and administration of
health care, housing, education and employment
security. These services were not up to the same
standard during this time, what with it being a
crisis period and all, but they were not demol-

ished in some craven attempt to kickstart the
economy. It takes a counter-revolution to reverse
this pledge, as we’ve seen in the post-Soviet
economies, where living standards and life expectancies have nose-dived.
This might seem like Marxism 101 to most
who read this, but the pressing need to re-articulate these positions shows the public still has an
overwhelmingly negative view of our ideology’s
history. If the exchange of “Socialism has failed!”
“Well, that wasn’t real socialism!” is commonplace as experience suggests, then radical
assertions of socialism’s successes must be the
balm to these mealymouthed non-defenses. I’ve
yet to meet many people who respect someone
who kowtows to their opposition at a moment’s
notice.
No doubt there is a great deal of propaganda to break through in making these arguments.
Combatting the prevailing narrative will be
difficult. But attempting to recruit and expand a
left organization with a message of starting from
scratch — or worse, using fragile social democracies as examples — is a losing gambit.

People want results, and if you can
tell them that under socialism,
rent was 4 percent of income, or
that everyone had a job and didn’t
worry about getting fired, or that
basic services weren’t in danger of
being rolled back when capitalists
decided they want more, that’s a
foundation you can build from. It’s
persuasive to anyone who’s had to
work for a living; that is, the people
we ostensibly want on our side.
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ON MARXISM
AND
ELECTIONS

CHRIS COSTELLO • GUEST CONTRIBUTOR
PART ONE: The Electoral Path to Socialism

T

here has been much debate about how
radical political actors should engage
with electoral politics. Some, like anarchists, argue that the correct tactic is to ignore
electoral politics entirely, focusing on what they
see as the more useful path of direct action or
“propaganda by the deed” 1. Among those who
identify as Marxists, thought on this topic is
generally more varied. Some parties have chosen
to confine themselves entirely to the electoral
sphere, attempting to win socialism through the
ballot box. Others have boycotted elections and
embarked upon a “people’s war” of armed struggle with the state and capital. The point here is
that there is no one Marxist theory of elections.
This is partly because elections themselves are a
vastly different from place to place. The electoral
system in Britain, for example, is quite different
from the one in Peru. As such, it is impossible to
approach elections in a vacuum. Marxists understand that tactics must be based on the material
conditions of the struggle, so attempting to craft
a platonic plan of action in the electoral sphere
is useless. In the essays that follow, I will not attempt to craft such a theory. This is not a manual

or a blueprint for Marxist organizations. What I
want to do here is sketch out, in broad terms, an
analysis of electoral politics from a Marxist perspective. This is simply my opinion of the topic,
and I caution readers not to trust in it blindly. It
is important to conduct concrete social investigation of every issue rather than simply reading
about it. We must, in the words of Mao, “oppose
book worship” 2.
In this first section, I want to refute the idea
of “voting our way to socialism.” This strategy
has been a failure nearly everywhere it has been
attempted. I am firmly in favor of a revolutionary
road to socialism, based on smashing the existing state and building new organs of worker’s
power where it once stood.
It is important to note that the social democratic parties-that is, parties whose main goal
is to win socialism through elections rather than
revolution-have failed to abolish capitalism even
once. This is especially egregious in the context
of Western Europe, where many of these parties
have enjoyed media backing and majorities in
parliament. These parties have not only failed
in their aims to bring about socialism peaceful-
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ly, however. In many cases, they have actually
become parties of the bourgeois elite or the labor
aristocracy. Across the region, social democratic
parties have implemented dramatic cuts in social
spending, as well as a host of reforms designed
to boost the position of capital at the expense of
workers. In Greece and Italy, proposed or recently passed budgets will reduce spending over
the coming years by about 29 billion dollars 3. In
Germany, this number is as high as $96 billion.
This figure constitutes the largest collection of
spending cuts in this country since World War
Two 4. Cuts will also total as much as one billion
dollars in France 5. Planned or approved reforms
in this region include a host of anti-worker
measures. This involves a three-year increase
in the age at which French workers can retire 6,
the elimination of payments into the pensions
of the unemployed in Germany 7, and changes
to Spain’s labor laws which will make it cheaper and easier for employers to lay off workers 8.
These attacks have, predictably, been met by
a great deal of militancy from workers. Many
will have heard of the mass strikes and violent
protests opposing catastrophic austerity plans in
Greece 9.
I bring all of this up because they tell us
quite a bit about the nature of social democracy,
or “socialism through the ballot box.” As I said
above, Western Europe has traditionally been
a hotbed of reformist socialism. Many of these
parties still exist across the continent. At one
point, they hoped to slowly implement reforms
culminating in the transition to socialism. This
view stood opposed to that of revolutionaries,
who sought a sharp, rapid overthrow of the
system 10. After the Second World War, however, many of these parties gave up even this
goal. They instead settled on a program of slow

progressive alterations to capitalism, offering
piecemeal improvements in the lot of workers
within the bounds of a “managed capitalism” 11.
They focused on creating welfare institutions,
extensive public sector employment, and government support for unions. All of these measures, meager though they are, have been or are
being destroyed. In many cases, this destruction
is being spearheaded by the same parties that
instituted them in the first place. This gets at the
real problem with reformism. Because reformist socialist parties want to work within states
designed to uphold the rule of capital, they will
forever be bound by the laws of capitalism. This
means that any reforms they win will be subject
to market forces and cut back at the first opportunity. We can never hope to win socialism by
passing one reform after another, because these
reforms will always be fragile. The capitalist class
will seek to cut public services and benefits so
that they can better exploit their workers. A socialist party working within a capitalist state will
also find themselves subjected to this pressure.
This is why social democratic parties have, in
many places, become a vehicle for the set of profree-market, anti-worker policies often grouped
under the banner of neoliberalism. In Greece,
Germany, and elsewhere, it is social democratic
governments or coalitions pushing these measures 12. Even outside of government, reformist
socialists have led no sustained or comprehensive attempts to resist the neoliberal order.
How has it happened that in Europe, where
the power and influence of social democratic
parties has been greater than anywhere else,
social democrats have not only failed in their
original mission of abolishing capitalism in the
electoral sphere, but have largely come to serve
the interests of capital against labor? Perry
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Anderson, editor of the New Left Review, explained the trajectory this way in 1994: “Once, in
the founding years of the Second International,
social democracy was dedicated to the overthrow
of capitalism. Then it pursued partial reforms
as gradual steps towards socialism. Finally it
settled for welfare and full employment within
capitalism….[I]t now accepts the scaling-down of
one and the giving-up of the other…” 13.
I want to make some theoretical points
about why this shift has occurred. Firstly, socialism is not just state ownership of the economy, as many social democrats believe. In many
cases, efforts to bring about socialism in the
electoral process failed because the “socialism”
these parties were working towards did not actually challenge capitalism. It is entirely possible
that an economy could be majority state-owned
and still be controlled by capitalists. The state is
an instrument of class power, so a transition to
state ownership does not automatically correlate
to worker’s power. For Marxists, the question
is not whether the state owns the economy, but
who owns the state. Socialism is the collective
rule of a class: the working class. It thus cannot be handed down from above, but must won
through the self-activity of the class guided by a
Party which is deeply imbedded in it. Reformist
socialism ignores the fact that socialism can only
be a collective project, instead trusting the will
of a group of politicians rather than the advanced
workers. This is one reason why efforts to vote in
socialism have continually failed.
Further, the electoral system is rigged in
favor of capital. However, this is not a new development, as social democrats like Bernie Sanders
say 14. The American state was not “taken away”
from the people, but instead was designed from
the beginning to subjugate them. James Mad-

ison, the fourth President of the United States,
admitted as much in a 1787 debate on the constitution. He wrote:
The man who is possessed of wealth, who lolls on
his sofa or rolls in his carriage, cannot judge the
wants or feelings of the day-laborer. The government we mean to erect is intended to last for
ages. The landed interest, at present, is prevailed
lent; but in process of time, when we approximate
to the states and kingdoms of Europe, — when
the number of landholders shall be comparatively small, through the various means of trade
and manufactures, will not the landed interest
be overbalanced in future elections, and unless
wisely provided against, what will become of your
government? In England, at this day, if elections
were open to all classes of people, the property of
landed proprietors would be insecure. An agrarian
law would soon take place. If these observations be
just, our government ought to secure the permanent interests of the country against innovation.
Landholders ought to have a share in the government, to support these invaluable interests, and
to balance and check the other. They ought to be
so constituted as to protect the minority of the opulent against the majority. The senate, therefore,
ought to be this body; and to answer these purposes, they ought to have permanency and stability 15.

In other words, wealth (“landed interests”)
will be increasingly concentrated into fewer and
fewer hands through markets (“various means of
trade and manufactures”). The wealthy, therefore, would be outvoted in a democratic system
and government would be overrun by the majority of working people. To prevent the working
class from attaining political power and expropriating the property and wealth of the rich (“an
agrarian law”), we have to “wisely” ensure that
government “protect the minority” of the rich
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against the majority of the poor.
What this means is that the very institutions socialist parties engage with in the electoral arena-the senate, the congress, and even
city councils-are designed to hamstring worker’s
parties. The American electoral system is explicitly engineered so that socialists-or those opposed to the rule of capital-can never take power
within it. Thus, we should not see electoral engagement as the primary means of struggle. We
cannot put all our eggs in that basket, as it were.
It is vital that, in our engagement with elections,
we do not neglect other kinds of mass organizing, such as strikes. Elections, I want to stress,
are a tool in our arsenal, one tactic among many.
The capitalist state is, whether “democratic” or otherwise, is constructed to serve the
interests of a class that exists for and through the
exploitation of workers. As Engels, Marx’s longtime friend and collaborator, once put it, ”the
modern representative state is an instrument
of exploitation of wage labor by capital” 16. This
function is expressed not simply in the parliament itself, but also in the civil services sector,
the courts, and-crucially-the fundamental bodies
of the state: the “bodies of armed men,” as Lenin
put it [17]. These institutions-the army, the police,
and so on-cannot simply be redirected towards
defending worker’s power. Workers “cannot
simply lay hold of the ready-made state machinery and wield it for its own purposes” 18. Rather,
workers must smash the existing state and build
their own worker’s state.
Where reformist socialists take power, the
institutions of the state-army, police, courts, etcwill revolt. This was seen in General Pinochet’s
1973 military coup, backed by the United States,
of the reformist socialist government in Chile 19.
The army and police were created in the inter-

ests of capital. This purpose is baked into their
very DNA. Attempts to build socialism without
fundamentally altering these institutions will inevitably be, to quote Marx in a different context,
“drowned in blood” 20.
A word should be said here of Venezuela
and Hugo Chavez, arguably one of the most
successful “reformist” leaders of all time. While
it is true that Chavez could be described as a
reformist, in the sense that he took power in an
election, the Bolivarian Revolution itself is just
that: a revolution. The rank and file working
class of Venezuela rejects the idea that socialism was given to them from above. They have
instead called for a “radicalization” of the revolution, a “truly communal state” 21. In a certain
sense, this has already taken place. Unlike the
social-democratic reformists in Western Europe, the Venezuelan government did not leave
the existing state institutions untouched. The
Venezuelan government has dedicated its forces
to reconstructing the state on a communal basis.
According to the Commune Law established
in 2006, the Communal Parliament envisions
integrating the communes into a regional and
national federation, to construct “a system of
production, distribution, exchange, and consumption rooted in social property” 22.
The Venezuelan people understand the
need to create a new state, rather than using the
existing state to legislate socialism into being.
In this sense, the characterization of Venezuela
as “reformist” in the sense I have defined it is
overly simplistic. Although Chavez did attempt
to “legislate socialism,” he did so in a framework
characterized by popular participation and a
connection with the masses. The PSUV has not
used its position in government to divorce itself
from struggle.
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The reality, however, is that there have been
very few Chiles, and only one Venezuela. Despite
a long-held rhetorical commitment to socialism,
reformists have rarely, in practice, done things
that threaten the power of capital in a significant way. To explain that failure, revolutionaries
often point to the character flaws of reformist
politicians. The reformists have historically
been bourgeois, and this explains why they did
not build socialism. This is an incorrect tactic.
Our objection is not to reformists as people,
but to reformism as a strategy. No matter their
background, social democrats, by virtue of their
position, eventually become members of a class
distinct from the workers they supposedly represent. Well-paid and freed from the daily insults
of normal working-class existence, reformist
leaders come to occupy a privileged position.
This condition is dependent upon their ability
not to fight for the emancipation of workers, but
to balance the competing interests of capital
and labor. They grow conservative and become
the out-and-out representatives of capital. We
might also add that the importance of campaign
contributions and positive media coverage in
modern elections mean that electorally-oriented
politicians of all stripes must gain support from
those who own the money and the media: the
capitalist class 21.
Despite the power of this argument, there
are deeper reasons for the failure of reformism.
Even if the social democratic parties were run
by a collection of true proletarians who spent
their free time laboring in factories, and even if
such parties have media backing and a majority
in parliament (which, to reiterate, they often
have), they still would not legislate socialism into
being. Reformism is definitionally contradictory,
and it is these contradictions that are to blame

for its continued failure.
Reformism posits that socialists can win
elections and use their control over the state to
legislate the destruction of capitalism, but the
nature of electoral competition itself prevents
socialists from forging the kind of solidarity necessary to create majority support for socialism.
Elections are static and passive forms of political
action — encouraging compromises on important principles and the formation of alliances
based on lowest-common-denominator politics.
Prioritizing elections leads socialists to adapt
to, rather than challenge, popular but conservative ideas. The point of elections, for reformists,
is not to advance ideas (that comes later, once
they are in power) but to win elections. Because
reformists believe that the parliament is the site
of liberation, they cannot actually begin liberating the people until they are in parliament.
In service to this goal, reformists must learn
to avoid radical positions or actions that might
threaten short-term vote totals. Pursuing a
reformist strategy inevitably leads to missing the
forest for the trees. Social democrats cannot lead
politically, which is what the masses require, but
are instead doomed to tail the most backward
elements in the movement.
This leads reformists to hold back mass
movements at moments of radicalization, to
channel mass grievances into elections and parliamentary maneuvering, and to limit demands
to those that do not threaten the power of elites
to a degree that those elites would be forced to
engage in open struggle against the popular
movement, and thus reveal their true character
to the masses. In this respect, reformism blinds
the masses and makes them incapable of understanding society as it actually exists. Unless one
understands society, one cannot hope to change
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it. Reformism, therefore, actively prevents the
italists to reduce investment in a given country.
transition to socialism from taking place. It conThis happens because capitalists want to punish
fuses the masses so that they become distracted,
governments that implement policies antithetical
unable to carry the struggle forward.
to their interests. Pro-worker reforms mean that
Reformists might move left when faced with
capitalists can invest their money more profitably
pressure from the masses, but always within very
elsewhere, and those who choose not to do this
strict limits. They will attempt to re-stabilize
will go out of business. When capitalists stop
capitalism at those moments
investing or lack the capital to
of social, economic, and
They will attempt to re-stabilize invest, the result is ecopolitical crisis: precisely
nomic crisis, declining tax
capitalism at those moments of
the moments at which
social, economic, and political crisis: revenue, and inflation.
very large numbers of
precisely the moments at which very This leads to a sharp
people could come to
drop in support for the
large numbers of people could come
understand that there is
government, resulting in
to
understand
that
there
is
something
something deeply wrong
its fall from power. Social
deeply
wrong
with
the
system.
with the system. A perfect
democrats must, by neexample of this is Syriza in
cessity, balance their desire to
Greece which, at the moment of crisis, chose to
reform the country towards socialism with their
ignore the issues really facing the masses and
need to keep capitalists profitable and investing.
embrace austerity 23.
When there is a contradiction between these two
Finally, profits are the lifeblood of the
impulses, there are structural pressures built
capitalist system. As long as capitalism exists,
into the state, described above, that push them
profits are what will keep it afloat. If the state is
to side with capital over labor. This can be seen
to have resources to distribute to workers and
happening right now in Norway, the supposed
the poor, as reformists claim to want, they must
liberal utopia [25].
collect enough taxes to do so. That will only
It should be noted, by virtue of Western
happen if the economy is growing. If workers are
social democracy’s need to accommodate the into win ever greater wage and benefit increasterests of capital, it has failed to provide an alteres, the firms in which they are employed must
native to imperialism. Scandinavia, for example,
stay in business. Not only that, they must be
largely maintains itself through violent imperialprofitable enough relative to their competitor
ist policies just like other Western nations.
capitalists to afford concessions. As one Swedish
In 2008, Norwegian communications mulsocial democratic leader put it, “because social
tinational, Telenor was exposed in a documentademocracy works for a more equal distribution of
ry as partnering with a Bangladeshi supplier that
property and incomes, it must never forget that
employed child labor in horrendous conditions.
one must produce before one has something to
The report also uncovered that the children were
distribute” 24. This raises a dilemma. The reality
made to handle chemical substances without
is that large-scale structural reforms, such as
any protection and one of the workers even died
wage increases or social welfare, can drive capafter falling into a pool of acid. Not only was the
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treatment of workers unacceptable, they also
ruined the crops of farmers in the surrounding
areas with the waste from the plant. Like other
Western multinationals that deliberately go to
the developing world looking to save money on
labor and operations costs, the company washed
its hands of the accusations, denying knowledge
about their partner’s inhumane practices [26].
Similarly, Norwegian oil and gas company
Statoil, has been involved in multiple corruption
cases around the world-especially in underdeveloped countries-where they have bribed state
companies and government officials in order to
obtain licenses for extraction. Their involvement
is not only limited to these aggressive economic
practices, they are also deeply involved in the
West’s military exploits. Norway dropped 588
bombs on Libya but scarcely is mentioned as
being part of these imperialist operations. Statoil
has since started joint extractions operations
worth millions in the ruined country [27].
Both of these companies, it is crucial to
note, are partly owned by the state. This furthers
the above argument that state ownership does
not automatically translate to a more equitable
system of production or distribution. By working
within the capitalist state, reformist socialists
will be forced to make concessions to that state.
This will always mean exploiting workers at
home and abroad.
The Swedish clothing giant H&M can
retail affordable products in rich nations and
make huge profits only because they exploit and
underpay workers in impoverished nations such
as Bangladesh. As John Smith points out in his
book Imperialism in the Twenty-First Century ,
only 0.95 euros of the final sale price of an H&M
T-shirt remains in Bangladesh to cover the cost
of the factory, the workers, the suppliers, and the

government. The remaining 3.54 euros goes for
taxes and transportation in the market country, with the bulk going to the retailer. In other
words, Western nations capture most of the
profit although it is the poor workers and nations
that have put most of the input in terms of labor
and resources [28].
The ‘Nordic Model’, as it has come to be
known, is hardly a system that we should look to
for inspiration. No model, system, or structure
that depends on the exploitation and domination
of others can be ethical. Western nations and
their people—if they are to be taken seriously
by the rest of the struggling world—must begin
to think about developing socialist political and
economic structures that are internationalist
and, crucially, anti-imperialist at their foundations. This can never be done by working within
the capitalist state. Imperialism is, as Lenin put
it, “the highest stage of capitalism” [29]. It is a
phenomenon that is bound up with capitalist
production. Once a capitalist economy becomes
sufficiently developed, imperialism must arise in
order to keep it afloat. Social democratic parties,
because they are working within the capitalist
state, must bow to the pressures of capitalist
markets. As such, they must engage in imperialism and rank exploitation.
This is the crux of the matter: the state
under capitalism is an organ of capitalist power.
In light of this, attempts to build socialism by
winning seats in parliament or similar political
bodies will always result in failure. Treating the
electoral arena as the primary space in which
socialism will be won is a recipe for disaster.
In order to achieve victory, we must organize
workers in a militant communist party capable of
smashing the existing state and running society
in the interests of all.
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PART TWO: Electoral Engagement as a Tactic
Above, I argued that Marxists cannot hope
to win socialism solely through the electoral
system. The capitalist state is rigged against the
interests of workers. Sacrificing other kinds of
organizing in favor of intervention in the electoral
sphere can only result in the defeat of the socialist movement. However, this does not mean that
socialist parties should abstain from elections
entirely. There are a variety of benefits to standing in elections, In this essay, I hope to outline
them from a Marxist perspective.
I think the best place to begin is with
The Communist Manifesto. This document

was drafted at the founding of the Communist
League, a revolutionary organization that Marx
and Engels helped to organize. The Manifesto was meant to serve as a set of perspectives
that could guide the League in its revolutionary
struggle. In it, Marx and Engels pointed to three
strategic tasks for the Communists. The first was
that they needed to build working class organizations at the primary site of worker’s power:
the workplace. Secondly, they had to build social
movements to fight against all forms of oppression in society more broadly. Finally, struggle
necessitated the construction of an independent

